MHPSS AND PEACE BUILDING
Chair: War Trauma Foundation. Withdrew. Process of development of guidelines now owned by a consortium of NGOs not represented as such at the MHPSS Group.

Supporting Co-Chair: IOM. Joined the consortium above, but does not have the capacity to meaningfully take on the substantial chair of another group.
DURING THE YEAR/ACTIVITIES BY MEMBERS


b) Elaboration of a training package (Church of Sweden)

c) A international conference for the international day of prayers for peace (ACT)

d) Two publications (IOM-Intervention-Scuola Sant’Anna)
3 articles analyzing the theses of the students of the two editions of the Executive Masters in Psychosocial Support and Dialogue

Theses-fieldworks conducted by a total of 58 MHPSS practitioners, mainly active inside Syria, and Lebanon, working for 30 different organizations

Chapters looking at psychosocial perspectives and support, conflict mediation, use of art and drama

Arabic version will be launched in January

Available for free on IOM bookstore
Intervention Special Section-current issue

IOM-Social Sciences University of Ankara

- 5 best fieldworks of the diploma in psychosocial support and conflict transformation (32 students-25 different organizations)
- and an introduction
  - Art intervention with elderly Syrian women
  - Oral history with male Syrian refugees
  - Social theatre with Syrian students adapting to the new educational system in Turkey
  - Non violent communication and Theatre of the Oppressed with women in livelihood support programs
  - Emotional control awareness through art and drama with Syrian children
THANK YOU!

For more info please contact: gschininga@iom.int

Or IOMMHPSS@iom.int